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Arnstein's Ladder

(1969)

Degrees of Citizen

Participation

Citizen control occurs when “participants or

residents can govern a program or an

institution, be in full charge of policy and

managerial aspects.

Delegated power occurs when public officials

give up at least some degree of control to

citizens. For example, a citizen board 

 managing a community program, rather than

merely participating in  a managed program

Partnership occurs when public officials allow

citizens to  put forward requests that are at

least partially fulfilled.. Planning and decision-

making responsibilities are shared e.g. through

joint committees.

Placation occurs when citizens are granted a

limited degree of influence in a process, but

their participation is largely or entirely

tokenistic: citizens are merely involved only to

demonstrate that they were involved.

Inviting citizens opinions can be a legitimate

step toward their full participation. However,

this rung of the ladder offers no assurance that

citizen concerns and ideas will be taken into

account.

PARTNERSHIP

CONSULTATION

Arnstein acknowledges that informing “citizens of

their rights, responsibilities, and options can be the

most important first step toward legitimate citizen

participation,” Too frequently the emphasis is on a

one way flow of information with no channel for

feedback.

Manipulation occurs when public institutions,

officials, or administrators mislead citizens into

believing they are being given power. In reality

the proposed plan is best and the job of

participation is to achieve public support

MANIPULATION

Participatory programs that attempt to convince

citizens that they are the problem when in fact it’s

established institutions and policies that are

creating the problems for citizens. The aim is to

cure or educate the participants.

Citizen Power

Tokenism

Nonparticipation



IAP2 Spectrum
The IAP2 (International Association for Public Participation) Federation has developed The

Spectrum of Public Participation to help groups define the public's role in any public engagement

process

INFORM CONSULT INVOLVE COLLABORATE EMPOWER

To provide the public

with balances and

objective information to

assist them in

understanding the

problems, alternatives

and/or solutions

To obtain public feedback

on analysis, alternatives

and/or decision

To work directly with the

public throughout the

process to ensure that

public issues and concerns

are consistently

understood and considered

 

To place final decision

making in the hands of

the public

To partner with the public

in each aspect of the

decision including the

development of alternatives

and the identification of the

preferred solution

PUBLIC

PARTICIPATION

GOAL

PROMISE TO

THE PUBLIC

We will keep you

informed

We will keep you informed,

listen to and acknowledge

concerns and provide

feedback on how public

input influenced the

decision

We will work with you to

ensure that your concerns

and issues are directly

reflected in the alternatives

developed and provide

feedback on how public

input influenced the

decisions

We will look to you for

direct advice and

innovation in formulating

solutions and incorporate

your advice and

recommendations into the

decisions to the maximum

extent possible 

We will implement what

you decide



Participatory budgeting
Participatory budgeting is an innovative tool that directly involves local people in making decisions on the priorities and spending for a

defined public budget. This means engaging residents and community groups representative of all parts of the community to discuss and vote

on spending priorities, make spending proposals, and vote on them, as well giving local people a role in the scrutiny and monitoring of the

process.

Local councillors, council employees and local people

can forge more effective partnerships and by doing so

build a new consensus on who 'owns' the decisions that

affect people's lives. This can in turn build social capital

as people feel empowered to get involved.

cohesion�TRansparencySocial Capital

 When community members come together to share

ideas and information, their participation can build

social cohesion as diverse sectors create together a

shared vision and aspirations.

It can deliver increased transparency and through

this can build respect for local government, enhancing

local participation in democracy while representing a

genuine shift in power from the state to communities.



DESIGN

The organisation and

representatives of the

community work together to

design a participatory

budgeting project to decide

where and how an identified

sum of money will be spent.

Participatory budgeting
Broadly speaking, participatory budgeting forms a

cycle that includes the following key steps:

ENGAGES

The organisation

engages the wider

community to

secure their

involvement in these

decisions.

1

2

PRIORITIES

Together, they identify

priorities: areas of

spending that local

people believe will

deliver the outcomes

they most want or

need.

VOTES

The community votes

or decides on the top

proposals.

7

DELIVERED

Each chosen proposal

is delivered as agreed

and

jointly monitored to

review whether the

results and outcomes

are as intended.

REFLECT

Together, the organisation

and community reflect on

the process and the

outcomes for local people

and learn how to improve

the process of participatory

budgeting for the future.

3

PROPOSALS

The community works

with technical experts

to come up with

costed proposals for

projects that will

address these areas of

need.

4

5

6



Public participation is based on the belief that those

who are affected by a decision have a right to be

involved in the decision making process

Public participation includes the promise that the

public's contribution will influence the decision

Public participation promotes

sustainable decisions by

recognising and

communicating the needs and

interests of all participants,

including the decision makers

Public participation seeks

out and facilitates the

involvement of those

potentially affected by or

interested in the decision

Public participation

seeks input from

participants in

designing how they

participate

Core Values
The IAP2 Federation's Core values define the

expectations and aspirations of the public

participation process 

1 2

Public participation provides

participants with the information

they need to participate in a

meaningful way

Public participation communicates

to participants how their input

affected the decision

6 7

3 4 5



Critical Success Factors
Participatory budgeting is a highly democratic

concept that has many strengths

It generates social capital

by sparking debate and

giving citizens insight into

each others needs

It leads to better and more

accurate decisions that

are widely supported by

citizens

By involving citizens in

important financial decisions,

they better understand the

decision making process

It leads to better public

services. Letting citizens

express which services they

need increases the quality

of available services 

It gives community

members a voice and builds

bridges between citizens,

councillors, and officers 

It builds trust. Participatory

budgeting displays a

willingness to be

transparent and

accountable
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